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Description:  
This 20 page Executive Summary, provides Energy-curing inks and coatings are used for applications in which productivity and durability are at a premium.

Today, there are two main types of energy-curing systems-ultraviolet (UV) and electron beam (EB). Both rely on matched ink and curing systems to cause a molecular reaction that fuses the ink to the substrate when exposed to UV or EB light. UV-curable ink technology accounts for 96% of energy curing manufacturers revenues.

UV/EB curing offers real advantages to commercial printers, converters and brand owners, though not fully understood. Energy-curing ink technologies are less expensive to operate than conventional ink technology; output quality tends to be more consistent and often yields a more vibrant final product.

Although print providers and packaging converters still find it difficult to invest with ongoing price pressure and overcapacity issues, productivity and efficiency benefits from energy-curing ink systems are tangible.

This study projects a 2.5% or greater combined growth rate for energy curing printing manufacturers through 2017 in North America.
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